SUPPLIES

All supplies available for a limited time in Dad’s Coupon Box Kit - USYG1940

Kit includes:

Metallic Gold and Silver Solid Color 12 x 12 Cardstock

All About Fall by Lauren Hinds

2” Border Strips: Great Guy

Tape Runner

Multi-purpose Tool

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Using multi-purpose tool, score a line every 4” along the top and bottom and sides of a piece of metallic gold or silver Designer Cardstock, creating nine 4” x 4” squares. Fold along all score lines.

2. Cut along the score of the left side of the bottom far right square up to the score line. Rotate paper 90 degrees and repeat. Follow this step until all indicated lines are cut. See diagram below.

3. Fold in the top left corner square to the inside right edge of the middle square next to it. Rotate the paper 90 degrees and repeat. Use Tape Runner to adhere the back of the corner squares to the adjoining middle squares. Line up the edges so that it creates an even finish on top of your box.

4. Cut out a 5¼” x 5¼” square from a piece of metallic gold or silver Designer Cardstock for this box’s lid. Score 1/2” on each of the sides to create the lip. Fold along score lines. Repeat same cut line and adhesion process as above.

5. Cut out 8 - 1” x 4” strips from your choice of either gold or silver metallic Designer Cardstock, or Designer Border Strips. Mix or match designs and colors. Adhere a strip to the bottom and top of each side of the box, creating a border effect.

6. Select and trim four photos to 3⅜” x 3⅛”. Center and adhere photo on side of box with Tape Runner. Repeat on all sides.

7. Cut and use 1” x 4” strips of Designer Cardstock and Border Strips to create unique ‘coupons’ for dad, or loved one. Print out and paste, or write with permanent marker the tasks, favors, and gifts you wish to give. Adhere Border Strips to the back of silver or gold metallic Designer Cardstock for easier visibility of text.
Create the Look
Dad's Coupon Box

SAMPLES